Echocardiography in Different Clinical Situations
Appropriate use to do Better
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Abstract

In the last 5 decades the utilization of ultrasound has greatly developed into echocardiography, generating a confused picture of the echocardiographic technique, with patients who do not always receive the right echocardiogram. Previous publications have reported a proposal for reclassification of Echocardiography based on function, competence, applications, proper machines and purposes is intended to give a coherent and adequate definition of requirements, in order to have appropriate use of the technique related to place where it is used, the clinical situation, the related function, the information expected, the exam indications and the educational pathway and requirements for the accreditation of the operators and echo-labs. In this paper we revisit these proposals emphasizing the importance to use echo properly and appropriately as well as the need to acquire accreditation through a defined educational pathway and training and the possibilities to use it widely in different clinical conditions.
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Introduction

Previous publications have stated a reclassification of echocardiography according to its appropriateness of use, its function- and competence-based profile and applications and the related educational pathways for competence and accreditation [1,2]. The reason was the increased development and knowledges that determined a better knowledge of cardiovascular physiology, as well as the advent of novel applications or novel echo modalities, the use related to the development of the technique and its widened employment that produces incredible images and data and the different scenarios in which echocardiography is used due to different physicians, machines, locations, educational and training pathway.

In addition, the technological development allowed the miniaturization of equipment and the improvement in transducer technology facilitated the integration of focused cardiac profiles and pushed the clinical cardiologist to the echocardiographic evaluation of the patient at the bedside and in the point of care. After this increased patient bedside use in cardiac care unit and cardiology ward, the miniaturized echocardiography gave way to the cardiologic setting to help emergency physicians in the diagnosis, emergent treatment and triage decisions [1,2]. The location of portable and high-end full-equipped echocardiographic systems changed, becoming widespread in cardiac operating room, electrophysiological and catheterization laboratories in order to guide heart surgery and assist operators in cardiac invasive procedures.

On the base of the above considerations, a new classification of echocardiography for an appropriate use in different clinical situations and related educational programs and training was needed and defined [1,2].

The aim of this paper is to revisit what defined previously emphasizing the importance to have a properly tailored echocardiography for the given application field, based on one tool for that given place, one technique for that given clinical situation, one application for that given function, one modality for that given information, one exam for that given purpose, one educational pathway for that given competence (operator).
In continuing this project, the present paper will take into account for each application and profile the clinical use, the indications, the quality process, the accreditation requirements, educational tailored pathway contents and modalities, keeping in mind that the international echocardiographic associations conjunctly developed important statements on the use of pocket-size imaging devices [3], appropriateness use criteria [4], quality echocardiography laboratory operations [5] and training in echocardiography [6] but a reclassification of the echocardiography according to application- and competence-based profiles has been late stated [1,2,7].

Requirements

The classification of echocardiography previously proposed [1,2] is in line with the following objectives:

a) Definition of clinical situation where echo application, or specifically echo profile, is more appropriate and indicated

b) Definition of the objectives of the examinations in that specific clinical situation

c) Suggestion of the proper indications for each profile and application

d) Definition of the process for educational pathway and training, including the different modalities and the different types of competence

e) Recommendation on the quality process and suggestion of some modalities that could be used

f) Definition of accreditation requirements for each profile organization

The proposed classification was based on requirements such as application (general comprehensive echocardiographic tool), profiles (the specific use with different modalities within each application), modality (specific echo technique used such as TTE, TEE, Contrast Echo, Stress Echo, Vascular Echo, Wall dynamics Echo, etc.), location (the place where echocardiography is performed), machine (fixed, mobile, portable, pocket), operator (who performs echocardiography), reporting (fully structured report or noted as series of data and information to complete the clinical evaluation), archiving (modality of image and report storage).

In addition, requirements that represent general and common directions for all applications and profiles have been taken into account. They referred to the clinical situation (clinical condition of the patients in which the echo examination is performed), the objectives of the examination (what is expected to obtain in performing the echo examination in that given clinical situation and location, using that given machine, performing that echo application or profile), the indications of the examinations related to each profile (specific use of each application or profile to obtain the expected and possibly accurate parameters and data for the clinical situation where echo is used), the educational pathway, training and competence (several different levels of expertise such as basic, general, high and specific levels, have been considered for the organization and management of the theoretical education, training pathways and examinations; considering competence as the minimal education, training and experience required to attain the cognitive and technical skills necessary for the performance of echocardiography [8] competence certification needs to be the final procedure by which National Societies of Echocardiography evaluate and attest that the operator is able to adequately perform the technique, after having passed through a defined and controlled educational pathway and a final evaluation [9]; such a training has to take into consideration that specific knowledge is necessary for TEE, [10] pediatric/neonatal [11,12] and vascular [13], similarly the intensive coronary care knowledge is considered different [14], the quality and accreditation process (structure where echocardiography is performed). The Echo Lab needs to be reshaped, with this development of echocardiography; the National and/or International Societies of Echocardiography need to evaluate and attest that each single operator or structure (echo lab) has the specific requirements requested to perform specific functions and activities (echocardiographic examinations) according to (UNI CEI 70001) (European rule), UNI CEI EN 45020/1996 (European rule) and DPR n 37, 14/01/ 1997 (Italian rule).

Applications

Basic echo

Definition: It is a cardiovascular Echo with basic modalities and approaches oriented to obtain an initial diagnosis and a clinical conclusion in the patient pathway (after complete clinical examination), or to require an extension in clinical examination and advanced echocardiography. Basic Echo shall be used for primary gross diagnosis in the clinical evaluation and to complete the cardiological visit during consultation. A comprehensive and complete examination of cardiovascular system is provided as well as a description of cardiovascular structures anatomically and functionally necessary to define a diagnosis. Information should also be used for therapy and follow up. In case of requirement of an extension or detailed examination, the patient is referred for additional and detailed investigation to a hospital Echo Lab for Advanced Echo exam [1,2,15].

The indications include first cardiac evaluation in or outside patients, complement to a physical examination, cardiologic counselling in- or outside health-care facilities and hospital, screening programs, triaging candidates for a complete echo examination.

This could be obtained using Echo standard, performed by Cardiologists in outpatient cardiology service (either located out of the hospital or in hospital as a dedicated section of Echo Lab), especially for first diagnosis or a Visit extended cardiovascular Echo, performed by Cardiologists, Internists, General practitioners at bedside in hospital ward, in outpatient cardiology care, general practice, to complete the clinical evaluation.
Education/Competence General (or basic/primary for general practitioners) level education pathway and competence is the minimum requirement. Certification competence is provided by Scientific Societies of Echo [3,5,16].

Quality control and Accreditation Review and quality control shall be connected with the reference Advanced Echo (Echo Lab). Periodical audit and subsequent validation, reporting and archiving audited shall be performed.

Advanced echo

Definition: This is a high-level cardiovascular echography, reference for clinical and instrumental diagnosis of adult and paediatric cardiovascular abnormalities and function, for detailed indication of medical and surgical treatment, for integration with other imaging diagnostic tools, for education, for health technology assessment and for research. The clinical situations include a detailed diagnosis, assessment, follow up and research. A comprehensive, detailed and complete examination of cardiovascular system is provided as well as a fine and detailed anatomically and functionally description of cardiovascular structures [5,17].

Diagnosis of cardiovascular pathology is finalized to medical/ surgical treatment, prognosis, follow up and research. The profiles used are represented by complete Transthraxracic and Transoesophageal Echo, Wall Dynamics, 3/4D and Stress Echo, Vascular Echo, Paediatric Echo. All used for general and high-level diagnosis and morpho-functional evaluation in Echo Lab, detailed and sophisticated morpho-functional diagnosis, research activity and pre- and post cardiovascular interventional examination.

Education/Competence. High level education pathway and competence is required [1,2]. Quality control and Accreditation Certification competence is provided by Scientific Societies of Echo [3,5,16-23]. Echo Lab shall be accredited [18]. The location is subordinate to all accreditation requirements requested for Echo Lab.

Focused echo

Definition: This is a cardiovascular echography performed by specialist doctors, in different places and clinical settings to obtain information, which at that time they require. It is an examination that answers a specific diagnostic question. The objectives are to detect focused information and to answer specific questions in particular cardiovascular situations and context, providing diagnosis in critical care and in procedure assistance.

The European Association of Cardiovascular Imaging attributed the term of FoCUS to the cardiac ultrasound examination used generically in the point-of-care and performed according to standardized but restricted scanning protocol to add information to the physical examination, by an operator not necessarily fully trained in echocardiography but appropriately trained in FoCUS (Focused Cardiac Ultra Sound), who is at the same time usually responsible for immediate decision-making and/or treatment [7]. Defined in this way it seems similar to Fast Echo (not mentioned); but if it is this, the applications reported below are not included. We prefer to use the term FOCUSED (separately from FAST) as targeted and selected.

It may be used in Coronary Care and Intensive Care Units to orient towards a gross diagnosis, to checking the clinical situation and to focusing an emergency condition obtaining immediate information for the present clinical evaluation and therapeutically decision making [17,22,24], in Interventional Cathy-Lab and electrophysiology Lab, used after a previous detailed examination, to assist the operators' procedures and to monitor and finally assess the interventional procedure with particular attention to the onset of unexpected complications [25-28]. In Operating Room to provide important anatomic, morphological and function information on cardiac patient during surgery, after a previous detailed examination oriented to surgical planning, monitoring and finally post-operative management of patients with particular attention to the onset of unexpected complications [21,29-33].

It is suggested as a complement to a physical examination in the coronary and intensive care unit, tool for a fast-initial screening in an emergency setting, semi-quantification of extravascular lung water [34,35], procedure assistance in Cath-Lab, Electrophysiology Lab and Operating Room application in clinical situations and problem-based approach.

Education/Competence Specific level education pathway and competence is required. Quality control and Accreditation Certification competence is provided by Scientific Societies of Echo [16,24,25,28-31]. Review and quality control shall be connected with the reference Advanced Echo Lab [18,36].

Fast echo

Definition: This is a cardiovascular echography performed in emergency situation out of the hospital or in the first aid room of the hospital to obtain rapidly information for clinical assessment and therapeutic decision-making. Due to the emergency situation, the principle-based application is look for what you need in few minutes (usually less than 3 minutes) in the point of care (that is any place out of the hospital where emergency occurs such as on the road or at patient's home where physician is called for urgent clinical conditions and has to decide or not to hospitalize the patient or at the gate of the hospital) [37]. Echo Fast must be performed within a general exploration and clinical problem-based (and not organ-based) assessment in order to get the information needed for diagnostic and therapeutic decision making. It must not be considered a complete diagnostic echo examination (no final diagnosis is performed) but just the tool to get information to add to the clinical examination.

Noted information must be reported within clinical context in the clinical record and must be documented by corresponding images. Certification competence is provided by Scientific Societies of Echo. Review and quality control shall be connected with the referent Advanced Echo Lab.
Since the scenario of echocardiography and home care for different pathologies (heart failure, but also cancer) will be implemented and sold for the echocardiographic profiles that have been designed and tailored with the specific objectives and conditions and location they need to use it. This pathway has been defined for application and profile. Educational program and training are the most important requirement for the different physicians who want to use echocardiography in the clinical condition and location they need to use it. This pathway has been designed and tailored with the specific objectives and diagnostic needs. A well-trained operator by skilled tutors and their competence certification should be conditioning echocardiographic performance in any application; without this, the risks of mistakes, abuse and incorrect and inappropriate examinations could lead echocardiography to be dangerous.

Operators: It is important to say and emphasize that echocardiography should be a method which belongs to those who know to use it in a correct and appropriate way. This means that echo is a powerful diagnostic tool to be used not only in Echo Lab or in outpatient services or in Cardiology wards by Cardiologists but also in many other clinical situations and locations by other specialists such as Intensive Care Unit, Emergency, bedside by the General Practitioner, anaesthesiologist if they are well trained and certified [32,37]. In this case an additional educational content and training should be administered regarding chest and abdominal scanning and addressed to allow the operators to recognize the presence of liquid or air where they are not usually present or pulmonary comets or organ fracture [34-37].

Machines: Not all the machines are suitable to perform a complete echocardiographic examination. Machines are classified as stationary, mobile, portable and pocket and this is not only related to the location and clinical situation where echo examination is performed but also to what should be looked for and to which modality is more suitable to use in that given situation. In this field, the present document aims to contribute to the validation of the equipments even if this should have been responsibility of industry. In fact, industry often puts on market machines, promoting themselves, that are not completely validated or not applied process of health technology assessment before the machine placing on the market [31]. Despite this industry’s responsibility, the reclassification of echocardiography reported [1,2,7] tries to provide also indications and appropriateness of use of the machines in addition to the possible incremental value in the clinical and diagnostic process.

Clinical situations: Since the scenario of echocardiography use involves different clinical situations, objectives and purposes, modalities, examination content, operators, machine types and locations, a suitable educational pathway and training has been defined for application and profile. Educational program and Training are the most important requirement for the different operators who want to use echocardiography in the clinical condition and location they need to use it. This pathway has been designed and tailored with the specific objectives and diagnostic needs. A well-trained operator by skilled tutors and their competence certification should be conditioning echocardiographic performance in any application; without this, the risks of mistakes, abuse and incorrect and inappropriate examinations could lead echocardiography to be dangerous.
Quality: Quality process is an important step of validation of echocardiographic examination to be performed periodically to improve accuracy, reliability, correctness, reproducibility and variability of echo examinations and skill, experience and competence of operators. Each in his own specific application/profile should compare data and opinions periodically with higher level competence (structure and/or skilled operator). A registry where validated examinations are archived should be provided; this qualifies the improvement level of Echo Lab and operator giving guarantees of comparability and reproducibility and attesting the validated activity of both. Within this a minimal data setting and accreditation requirements for each application/profile should be defined [36,42].

Conclusion

In conclusions, Echocardiography is a fantastic imaging tool that needs to be properly used according with clinical situations and objectives. A suitable educational pathway and training are basic conditions to perform echocardiography in a correct and appropriate way. This should be properly tailored according with the application of echo and its specific profiles. Echo indications, objectives and clinical situation should be constantly taken into account in order to differentiate information that are obtained for immediate clinical assessment from those necessary for diagnosis and detailed evaluation. Machines should be properly used for their specific purpose. Finally, a quality process periodically planned and achieved shall be a basic condition for continuous improvement and reduction of mistakes.
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